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We analyzed variations in the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) genome during a
flight‐related cluster outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) in Shenzhen, China, to explore the
characteristics of SARS‐CoV‐2 transmission and intra‐host single nucleotide variations (iSNVs) in a confined
space. Thirty‐three patients with COVID‐19 were sampled, and 14 were resampled 3–31 days later. All 47
nasopharyngeal swabs were deep‐sequenced. iSNVs and similarities in the consensus genome sequence were
analyzed. Three SARS‐CoV‐2 variants of concern, Delta (n = 31), Beta (n = 1), and C.1.2 (n = 1), were
detected among the 33 patients. The viral genome sequences from 30 Delta‐positive patients had similar
SNVs; 14 of these patients provided two successive samples. Overall, the 47 sequenced genomes contained
164 iSNVs. Of the 14 paired (successive) samples, the second samples (T2) contained more iSNVs (median:
3; 95% confidence interval [95% CI]: 2.77–10.22) than did the first samples (T1; median: 2; 95% CI:
1.63–3.74; Wilcoxon test, P = 0.021). 38 iSNVs were detected in T1 samples, and only seven were also detect-
able in T2 samples. Notably, T2 samples from two of the 14 paired samples had additional mutations than the
T1 samples. The iSNVs of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome exhibited rapid dynamic changes during a flight‐related
cluster outbreak event. Intra‐host diversity increased gradually with time, and new site mutations occurred
in vivo without a population transmission bottleneck. Therefore, we could not determine the generational rela-
tionship from the mutation site changes alone.
1. Introduction

Since the first identification of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2), over 1,000 lineages of the virus have
been classified using Phylogenetic Assignment of Named Global Out-
break Lineages (Pangolin) software [1]. Based on the standard defini-
tions of variants of interest (VOIs) and variants of concern (VOCs)
established by the World Health Organization (https://www.who.
stitute of
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int/en/activities/tracking-SARS-CoV-2-variants/), two currently circu-
lating VOCs (Delta and Omicron), three previously circulating VOCs
(Alpha, Beta, and Gamma), and eight previously circulating VOIs
(Epsilon, Zeta, Eta, Theta, Lota, Kappa, Lambda, and Mu) have been
detected. They have been spread worldwide since 22 March 2022
[2,3]. SARS‐CoV‐2 has a proofreading mechanism that can reduce
replication errors, the mutation rate is 9.80 × 10‐4 site/year [4–7].
During viral transmission, additional single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) may appear in the viral genome. Whether such additional SNPs
represent, a new viral generation remains unclear.

Aggregated SARS‐CoV‐2 infection events have been observed glob-
ally, especially in confined spaces, such as prisons, ships, and nursing
homes [8–10]. Such confined spaces can provide ideal scenarios to
analyze the characteristics of SARS‐CoV‐2 genome mutations during
viral transmission [11]. In this study, we analyzed the temporal
changes among intra‐host single nucleotide variations (iSNVs) and
SNPs in the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome using samples from 33 patients with
COVID‐19 who were clustered in an aircraft. In addition, we aimed to
explore whether additional site mutations indicated viral generation
during transmission.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants and samples

Nasopharyngeal swabs were collected from passengers on flight
CA868 from Johannesburg, South Africa, to Shenzhen, China, arriving
on 10 June 2021, and from residents who had close contact with the
passengers. All samples were tested using two rapid nucleic acid test
kits (Daan Gene and BioGerm, China). A cycle threshold (Ct) value
of < 36 was considered positive for both kits. Consecutive samples
were collected from 14 patients with COVID‐19 at an average interval
of 13.23 (3–31) days.
2.2. RNA extraction, library construction, and deep sequencing

RNA was extracted from 200 μl of each sample using a High Pure
Viral RNA Kit (Roche, Germany). In addition, a ULSEN® 2019‐nCoV
Whole Genome Capture Kit (Beijing MicroFuture, V‐090418, Beijing,
China) was used to capture the viral RNA. The RNA sequencing
libraries were prepared using an Illumina Nextera® XT Library Prep
Kit (Illumina, CA, USA) and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq platform
(Illumina) with a paired‐end read length of 150 bp.
2.3. SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence analysis

Data quality control and adaptor trimming (‐l 50 ‐‐cut_tail –cut_-
tail_mean_quality 20) were performed using FASTP (version 0.21.0)
to remove reads of < 50 bp and an average base quality < 20 [12].
Taxonomic classification was performed using Kraken (version 2.0.8)
[13]. Qualified clean reads classified as Cornidovirineae were
extracted and mapped to the SARS‐CoV‐2 reference genome (GenBank:
MN908947.3) using BWA‐MEM software (version 0.7.17) [14]. Min-
imap2 (version 2.1) was used to confirm deletions [15]. Reads were
deduplicated using the Picard toolkit (version 1.119) [16]. BamUtil
trimBam (version 1.0.15) was used to remove ten bp from both ends
of each mapped read. Mpileup files and read counts files were gener-
ated using SAMtools (version 1.14) and VarScan2 (version 2.4.3),
respectively; the alignment mapQ and baseQ cut‐offs were both set
to 20 [17]. Consensus sequences and SNPs were identified using the
following criteria: 1) coverage ≥ 5 fold; 2) frequency of the main
allele ≥ 70%, and 3) consensus bases mapped to both strands. Lineages
were assigned using the Pangolin web server (version 3.1.11) [1].
2
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2.4. Intra-host nucleotide variation analysis

Samples with average viral sequencing depths equal to or greater
than 50× were used to evaluate intra‐host diversity. Minor allele fre-
quency (MAF) was calculated from the read counts file generated by
VarScan2 (version 2.3.9), iSNVs were called when the MAF ≥ 5%,
and the minor allele was supported by at least 2% of reads mapped
to each strand at positions covered by at least 100 reads and ten
uniquely mapped reads.
3. Results

3.1. Positive detections and SARS-CoV-2 lineages

An outbreak of SARS‐CoV‐2 occurred on flight CA868 and involved
39 passengers and seven residents in Shenzhen, China, who had close
contact with passengers [18]. They were diagnosed as SARS‐CoV‐2‐
positive following the guidelines 2–10 days after arriving in Shenzhen
[19]. Complete viral genomes were obtained from 33 patients with
high viral RNA loads (Table S1). All viral genomes obtained from
the COVID‐19‐positive participants had point mutations compared
with the reference sequence (MN908947.3). We identified three
SARS‐CoV‐2 variants, Delta (n = 31), Beta (n = 1), and C.1.2
(n = 1), among the samples based on the similarity analysis and
sequence alignment. Delta strains from 30 samples had similar iSNVs
contained 36 site mutations and were named Delta‐I. Another Delta
strain from one sample had 38 site mutations and was named Delta‐
II 26 of these mutations differed from those of Delta‐I (Table 1).
Because all passengers tested negative for SARS‐CoV‐2 nucleic acids
and antiviral antibodies before boarding the flight, Delta‐I most likely
spread during the flight, and those with the Delta‐II strain were likely
infected before boarding [20].
3.2. Intra-host evolutionary characteristics of the viral genome

The second round of nasopharyngeal swabs was collected from 14
of the 33 patients who were COVID‐19‐positive and simultaneously
Delta‐I‐positive. The swabs taken on arrival at Shenzhen were labeled
T1, and those from the second round were labeled T2. The two sets of
samples allowed investigation of the in vivo evolution of SARS‐CoV‐2.
From the 47 T1 and T2 samples, we identified 164 iSNVs, most of
which (n = 96, 62.3%) had MAFs > 10% (Tables S2 and S3,
Fig. 1A, B).

We found 1–2 and 3–15 iSNVs in 28 (59.6%) and 18 (38.3%) of the
47 samples. The T2 sample from one patient (55E) had 24 iSNVs. The
14 T2 samples contained significantly more iSNVs (median: 3; 95%
confidence interval [95% CI]: 2.77–10.22) than did the 33 T1 samples
(median: 2; 95% CI: 1.63–3.74; Wilcoxon test, P = 0.021; Fig. 2A),
indicating that the iSNV diversity increased with infection time, as
reported previously [21]. We also paired the T1 and T2 samples from
the 14 patients (Table S1) and found significantly lower Ct values in
the tested genes of the T1 samples (medians: 21.27 for N and 21.35
for orf1ab) than in those of the T2 samples (medians: 27.11 for N
and 28.46 for orf1ab; Wilcoxon test, P < 0.001). However, no correla-
tion was found between Ct values and the number of iSNVs per sample
(r = 0.22, P = 0.14), indicating that the intra‐host diversities were
unlikely to have been caused by potential sampling bias. The iSNV fre-
quencies varied considerably during the infection in the paired T1 and
T2 samples. Thirty‐one out of 38 (81.6%) of the iSNVs in the T1 sam-
ples were not observed in T2, whereas 80 new iSNVs were detected in
T2 (Fig. 2C), indicating a dramatic frequency change between two
time points (Fig. 2C). The trend was also similar for higher‐
frequency iSNVs. Among 96 iSNVs with MAFs > 10% at either time
point, the MAF of 90 (93.8%) iSNVs changed significantly between
the two time points (Fisher’s exact test, P < 0.05, Fig. 3). Only three
ome mutations that occurred in vivo on an aircraft. Biosafety and Health (2022),
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Table 1
Background information of the cases tested positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus two nucleic acid and viral lineage.

Case no. Disease severity a Viral nucleic acid test positive date b Symptom onset date b Viral nucleic acid test positive date b Viral lineage

36A Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/19 2021/7/17 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
36J Mild 2021/6/18 2021/6/18 2021/6/30 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
36K Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/15 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
39A Mild 2021/6/10 2021/6/10 2021/7/16 Delta-II(B.1.617.2)
46K Mild 2021/6/18 2021/6/18 2021/7/22 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
46L Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/17 2021/7/24 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
48A Moderate 2021/6/16 2021/6/15 2021/7/23 Delta-I(((B.1.617.2)
48C Moderate 2021/6/13 2021/6/13 2021/7/18 Delta-I(B.1.617.2))
49A Mild 2021/6/15 2021/6/14 2021/7/18 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
49E Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/18 2021/8/18 Beta(B.1.351)
49L Mild 2021/6/10 2021/6/14 2021/7/16 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
50A Mild 2021/6/14 2021/6/13 2021/7/16 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
50B Mild 2021/6/14 2021/6/13 2021/7/19 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
50C Mild 2021/6/13 2021/6/14 2021/7/5 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
51A Mild 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/20 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
51B Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/16 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
51C Moderate 2021/6/10 2021/6/16 2021/7/24 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
51E Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/16 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
51K Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/18 2021/7/22 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
52E Moderate 2021/6/17 2021/6/17 2021/7/19 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
53D Moderate 2021/6/17 2021/6/23 2021/7/22 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
53E Mild 2021/6/24 2021/6/14 2021/7/20 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
53L Mild 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/7 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
55E Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/8/11 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
55H Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/18 2021/8/15 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
57C Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/15 2021/7/18 C.1.2
57H Moderate 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 2021/7/16 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
53E2 Mild 2021/6/17 2021/6/16 2021/7/24 Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
LOC1 Mild 2021/6/14 2021/6/14 Unknown Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
LOC2 Moderate 2021/6/21 2021/6/21 Unknown Delta-I((B.1.617.2)
LOC3 Moderate 2021/6/20 2021/6/20 Unknown Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
LOC4 Moderate 2021/6/18 2021/6/12 Unknown Delta-I(B.1.617.2)
LOC5 Mild 2021/6/17 2021/6/17 Unknown Delta-I(B.1.617.2)

aDisease severity was determined following the guideline (National Health Commission of the People's Republic of China, 2020). bThe date format is
year/month/day.

Fig. 1. Intra-host single nucleotide variation (iSNV) distribution of all 47 positive samples. A) Minor allele frequency (MAF) distribution of all iSNVs identified. B)
iSNV number identified from 50 samples.
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(out of 19) iSNVs with MAFs ≥ 10% in T1 samples were detected at T2
time points (MAF > 5%).

The proportion of synonymous iSNVs increased from 25.6% (T1) to
31.1% (T2), and the proportion of nonsynonymous iSNVs decreased
from 38.4% (T1) to 25.9% (T2; Fig. 2B). The dN/dS ratio for the iSNVs
did not significantly change between two time points, and the ratio did
not deviate from 1:1 at any time point, suggesting that the frequency
change was likely caused by genetic drift rather than selection, which
had also been proposed in other studies [21,22].
3
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In addition to the iSNVs, we also analyzed the consensus sequences
in each sample (Fig. 2D and Table S4). Compared with the T1 samples,
two Delta‐I‐positive patients (52E, LOC3) had additional mutations in
the T2 samples, including an AGTGGTTATT3350A deletion (orf1ab:
SGYL1029I; patient 52E) and a C10605A substitution (orf1ab:
P3447H; patient LOC3). The MAFs of the AGTGGTTATT3350A muta-
tion increased from 0.0% to 87.3% from T1 to T2 (P < 0.001, Fisher’s
exact test), and the MAFs of the C10605A decreased from 80.7% to
0.0% from T1 to T2 (P < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test, Supplementary
ome mutations that occurred in vivo on an aircraft. Biosafety and Health (2022),
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Fig. 2. Intra-host single nucleotide variation (iSNV) number and variation type between T1 and T2 of all sequenced cases. A) iSNV number and Ct value at the
sampling time points. Samples from the same patient are connected by a gray line. The boxplot represents the iSNV number or Ct value (both orf1ab and N)
distribution at each time point. B) Proportions of different iSNV types obtained from the samples collected at both T1 and T2. C) The three pie charts from left to
right indicate the detailed proportion of iSNV types lost at T2 compared with T1, the detailed proportion of new iSNV types at T2 compared with T1, and the
proportion of iSNV types at both T1 and T2. D) Site mutation (fraction ≥ 70%) number of the consensus genome of each Delta-I sample. Samples from the same
case are connected by a black arc.
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Table S4). These mutations at the consensus‐sequence level may be
caused by genetic drift or selection pressure.

4. Discussion

We retrospectively analyzed iSNVs from SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes
from a COVID‐19 outbreak event on an aircraft. The Delta‐I strain
we identified had 36 site mutations and matched a strain detected
4
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mainly in the United Kingdom and accounted for < 0.02% of the total
number of Delta sequences in the GISAID database [23]. The Delta‐II
strain had 38 mutations representing the canonical genome of the
Delta variant, which was widely distributed in South Africa, India,
the United States, and Europe. The different mutation site in the spike
gene was C22227T (A222V) in Delta‐I compared with the spike gene
sequence in Delta‐II, which is related to the antigenic activity of the
virus [24]. Most of the passengers were infected with the Delta‐I strain
ome mutations that occurred in vivo on an aircraft. Biosafety and Health (2022),
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Fig. 3. Intra-host single nucleotide variations (iSNVs) in samples collected at different time points. Only cases with two samples and iSNVs with a minor allele
frequency (MAF) ≥ 10% are shown. Arrows point from T1 to T2. Sampling intervals between two time points are labeled with colored lines. The depth at each site
of iSNV in two time points were labeled, and these results of Fisher’s exact test P-value using the number of reads supported major or minor allele of each site were
marked on the right.
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during the flight, suggesting a more vital transmission ability of Delta‐I
or these passengers infected with Delta‐I were infected before board-
ing, or they were more like to get in close contact with other people
on the plane.

The Delta‐I strains from the T1 samples had the same site mutations
in their genomes, indicating a single infectious source in the confined
space of the aircraft. The number of iSNVs in the T2 samples increased
in vivo with the infectious time compared with that in the T1 samples.
Such a trend has been reported previously [25]. The frequency of some
iSNVs increased rapidly over a short period (from T1 to T2). In three
patients who provided T1 and T2 samples, three SNP changes were
detected in the T2 viral genome sequence: two new mutations and
one back mutation were generated during the infection. Notably,
changes in iSNVs and SNPs cannot be used as evidence to determine
SARS‐CoV‐2 transmission generations in one outbreak event. Viral
generations, viral load, disease course, vaccination, and sampling time
were all significant factors influencing the number of viral gene muta-
tions [11,26–30].

In summary, we analyzed the site mutation characteristics of SARS‐
CoV‐2 genomes from a COVID‐19 outbreak that occurred on an air-
craft. The intra‐host diversity increased gradually with time, and
new mutations occurred in vivo with no population transmission bot-
tleneck. However, mutation site changes alone are insufficient to
determine a generational relationship.
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